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Call for Contributions
Workshop: “Accelerating Technological Sustainability Transitions
Overcoming Adoption and Diffusion Barriers in Energy Transitions”
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April 10‐11, 2018
Organized by Elisabeth Eppinger, Carsten Schwäbe, Carsten Dreher, Chair of Innovation
Management, School of Business and Economics, Freie Universität Berlin

Abstract
A number of theoretical concepts and policy programs aiming at fostering transitions towards
new sustainable technologies already exists – either with a technology‐specific or an un‐
specific perspective. However, industry, but governments as well, create barriers to the
adoption and diffusion of these new technologies often because of conflicting interests such
as continuing to exploit previous investments (industry) or to sustain work places (state), in
particular in those regions depending on established industrial structures. Thus, accelerating
transitions towards sustainable technologies includes the discussion about the phase‐out of
less sustainable practices in firms and in entire economies, too.
The energy transition (comprising the electricity, the mobility and the heating sector) is a good
example for challenges of sustainability transitions – as well as for exnovation process
analyses. In Germany, for instance, even direct subsidies of less sustainable technology paths
exist, e.g. subsidizing the coal industry in the German energy sector. For the debate of the coal
phase‐out, concepts on the transformation of regions where workers depend on this industry
sector are still lacking. In consequence, the workshop encourages contributions from the
broad field of energy sector issues.
Given that solutions to step out of unsustainable technology paths becomes ever more
pressing, we want to focus this workshop on empirical evidence (qualitative and quantitative)
and theoretical concepts on different types of challenges and barriers to the adoption and
diffusion of sustainable technologies and how industry, society, and the state may remove
these barriers. Accordingly, we invite contributions from different disciplines that address this
issue at the micro‐, meso‐ and macro‐level, including but not limited to:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Concepts and analysis of adoption and diffusion processes of sustainable technologies
Transformation of regions and whole industry sectors
Transformation of technological companies
Dynamic governance of innovation processes and policy directionality in the context
of sustainability transitions
Demand‐sided innovation policy for inducing sustainability transitions in markets,
Exnovation strategies, the role of big incumbent firms and policy instruments
The significance of start‐ups and SMEs for sustainability transitions
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For the specific case of sustainability transitions within the energy sector, the following issues
are of interest, but not mandatory for the workshop:
‐
‐
‐

The significance of grid extension and development for sustainability transitions at the
electricity market
Renewable energies and their relation to a centralised or de‐centralised energy
transition
Technological conditions for a sustainable mobility transition – possible technological
paths and required innovation policy instruments

Participation and contributions to the workshop:
Workshop participants have to contribute to the workshop by sending an abstract of the
research project they want to present – including abstracts about new unfinished, conceptual
ideas. Please, send your abstracts (600‐900 words) to Elisabeth.Eppinger@fu‐berlin.de until
15th February 2018. During the workshop in April 10th – 11th 2018 at the Freie Universität
Berlin, Germany, presentations of projects can be done either by a short presentation (10
minutes with 15 minutes discussion afterwards) or during one poster presentation session,
which is recommended, especially, for PhD students.
The workshop aims at bridging insights and theoretical concepts from different disciplines.
While during the first day we will engage in presentations and discussions, the second day is
dedicated to define practical implications for state and industry actors, and research
implications for academia, and to spur further collaboration amongst the workshop members.
The workshop will take place at the annual Spring Campus of the University Alliance for
Sustainability. Further information please see:
http://www.fu‐berlin.de/en/sites/uas/index.html
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